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Nuclear structure effects in atomic spectra

Simple picture:
ρE (r) and ρM (r): the charge and the magnetic moment distribution within the
nucleus.

GE (q2), GM (q2): corresponding Fourier transform,

one solves Dirac equation in the modified Coulomb potential GE (q2)/q2 and
observes energy shift due to finite nuclear size δE

δEfs = δE (4) + δE (5) + δE (6)

δE (4) = 2π
3 (Z α)φ2(0) r2

N , where r2
N =

∫
d3r r2 ρC(r)

δE (5) = −π3 φ
2(0) (Z α)2 m r3

Z , where r3
Z =

∫
d3r1 d3r2 ρ(r1) ρ(r2) |~r1 −~r2|3

δE (6) = . . . three-photon exchange
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Nuclear structure effects in atomic spectra

More accurate picture:

δE (5) = δE (5)
pol + δE (5)

nucleons → two-photon exchange

δE (5)
nucleons = −π3 α

2 φ2(0) me

[
Z R3

pF + (A− Z ) R3
nF +

∑Z
i,j=1〈φN ||~Ri − ~Rj |3|φN〉

]
Friar radii: RpF = 1.947(75) fm, RnF = 1.43(16) fm

E (5)
pol = −α2 φ2(0) 2

3 me

〈
φN

∣∣∣∣ ~d 1
HN−EN

[
19
6 + 5 ln 2 (HN−EN )

m

]
~d
∣∣∣∣φN

〉
(electronic)

E (5)
pol = − 4π α2

3 φ2(0)

〈
φN

∣∣∣∣~d√ 2 m
HN−EN

~d
∣∣∣∣φN

〉
+ . . . (muonic)

δE (6) not yet calculated, only the elastic part
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Nuclear physics from atomic spectroscopy

Measurements of atomic levels can be very accurate, Garching (2010)

- ν(1S − 2S)H = 2466 061 413 187 035(10) Hz,

- δν = 7
6 Ry c (Z α)4 r2

p
6λ2 − 95.5 Hz[∼ α]− 929 Hz[∼ α2]

- the ultimate theoretical predictions are limited by the proton polarizabilities

Hydrogen ground state hfs δEhfs(H) = 1 420 405.751 768(1) kHz,

- hadronic contribution 33ppm,

- agreement with δEhfs(H̄) up to 3 · 10−9 ASACUSA (2017)

- comparison to µH hfs ? (Antognini, PSI+ETH)

Accurate calculations for determination of the nuclear charge radius is possible
only for the hydrogenic system

For other light systems like: He, Li, Be, B only the charge radii differences
between isotopes
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Hydrogen and determination of rp

Measurements of transition frequencies can be very accurate, Garching 2010:
ν(1S − 2S)H = 2466 061 413 187 035(10) Hz

but we need two transitions to determine two unknowns: R∞ and rp

other transitions measured in hydrogen: 2S − 2P, 2S − 3S, 2S − 4P

hydrogenic systems can be calculated very precisely

Dirac equation and finite nuclear mass effects

QED radiative corrections

nuclear polarizability: limits theory for µH

up to the finite nuclear size correction: δE = 2π
3 (Z α)φ2(0) 〈r2

p 〉

for example:

r2
D(µD)− r2

p (µH) = 3.817 47(346) fm2 (Kalinowski 2019)
r2
D(eD)− r2

p (eH) = 3.820 70(31) fm2
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Proton charge radius rp : current status

2S1/2-2P1/2 (2019)

2S1/2-4P (2017)

2S1/2-8D5/2 (1997)2S1/2-8D5/2 (2021)

1S1/2-3S1/2 (2018)1S1/2-3S1/2 (2020)
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Muonic (2013) H-world (2014)
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from PRL 128, 023001 (2022)
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µD(2S) hyperfine splitting

Ehfs(exp) = 6.2747(70)stat(20)syst meV

Ehfs(point) = 6.17815(20) meV

δEnucl = Ehfs(exp)− Ehfs(point) = 0.0966(73) meV

The Bohr-Weisskopf effect, charge and magnetic moment distribution within
nucleus gives a correction with an opposite sign

δEnucl,BW = −0.1177(3) meV

.

Nuclear polarizability effects are very important

δEnucl,theo = 0.0383(86) meV

in 5σ disagreement with the experimental value

lack of good understanding of nuclear structure effects to hfs in muonic atoms
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µ 4He determination of α-particle charge radius
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Article

theory of H is applicable, will soon be available20,21. Thus, the present 
work, with a muonic ion, provides the first, to our knowledge, deter-
mination of a nuclear charge radius from laser spectroscopy beyond 
the proton and the deuteron.

In light muonic atoms and ions, a single muon orbits a bare nucleus. 
Owing to the large muon mass mµ ≈ 200me, where me denotes the elec-
tron mass, the muon’s Bohr radius is smaller than the electron’s Bohr 
orbit in the corresponding H-like ion by a factor of about 200. This 
results in a roughly 2003 ≈ 8 million times increased overlap of the 
muon’s wave function with the nucleus and a correspondingly increased 
sensitivity to nuclear properties, such as the nuclear charge radius. 
This finite extension of the nucleus modifies the so-called Lamb shift22, 
which is the energy difference between the 2S1/2 and 2P1/2 states. Here 
we present the first measurement of the 2P–2S energy splittings in 
the H-like muonic He ion (µ4He)+. Combined with the corresponding 
theoretical prediction, our measurement yields a precise determina-
tion of the α-particle charge radius rα.

The lowest atomic levels in (µ4He)+ are sketched in Fig. 1 (left). The 
Lamb shift is dominated by pure quantum electrodynamics (QED) 
effects, in particular, vacuum polarization, which is vastly enhanced 
in muonic atoms23 (see Methods), but the effect of the finite nuclear 
size amounts to as much as 20% of the total energy splitting. Therefore, 
already a moderately precise measurement of the 2P–2S energy differ-
ence can yield a vastly improved value of the α particle’s charge radius.

The theoretical expression for the 2P1/2–2S energy difference in 
(µ4He)+ is given as (see Methods)

E
r

∆ = 1,668.489(14) meV
− 106.220(8) meV fm × + 0.0112 meV
+ 9.340(250) meV
− 0.150(150) meV.

(1)

2P −2S
theo

−2
α
2

1/2

The first term is the sum of pure bound-state QED contributions 
(such as radiative, recoil and relativistic), which are independent 
of the nuclear structure. The second term is the finite-size effect. It 
is proportional to the square of the α-particle r.m.s. charge radius 
rα and includes mixed radiative–finite-size contributions. The next, 
small, term in equation (1) is implicitly radius dependent but cannot 
be parameterized as being proportional to r α

2. As this term is small, 
it is sufficient to calculate it using electron-scattering results24. The 
fourth term is the two-photon exchange (2PE) term resulting from 
the sum of the third Zemach moment contribution extracted  
from electron–proton scattering data25 and the polarizability 

contribution computed using a state-of-the-art ab initio few-nucleon 
approach26.

The last term in equation (1) is the sum of the calculated elastic and 
the unknown inelastic three-photon exchange (3PE) contributions. The 
former was used to estimate the latter, considering the cancellation 
of the two terms observed in muonic deuterium27, as detailed in the 
Methods. We assign to the sum a conservative 100% uncertainty (1σ).

The 2P fine structure23

E∆ = 146.1828(3) meV (2)2P −2P
theo

3 /2 1/2

is about half as large as the finite-size effect and can be calculated with 
great precision due to the absence of both the hyperfine structure and 
the leading-order nuclear finite-size effects.

The experimental determination of the Lamb shift and the fine 
structure of (µ4He)+ reported here follows the technique of our pre-
vious muonic H and muonic D measurements2,3,6. About 500 muons 
per second from the world’s most intense beam of negative muons at 
ultralow energy (a few kiloelectronvolts) at the πE5 beam line of the 
Paul Scherrer Institute (Switzerland) are stopped in 2 mbar of He gas 
at room temperature. The slowing down in the He gas occurs through 
collisions. In the last collision, the muon ejects an electron and gets 
captured by a He atom, forming a muonic atom in a highly excited 
state (with principal quantum number n ≈ 14). For these high-n orbits, 
the (internal) Auger rates are much larger than the radiative transition 
rates, and hence the remaining electron is quickly ejected. The resulting 
H-like ion proceeds within about 100 ns (refs. 28,29) to the ground 1S or 
to the metastable 2S state through radiative transitions. Roughly 1% 
of the muons will populate the metastable 2S state30 of (µ4He)+, whose 
lifetime of 1.75 µs is a result of muon decay and two-photon 2S → 1S 
de-excitation. In fact, at our low target gas pressure of only 2 mbar, the 
2S → 1S collisional quenching rate is less than 10 kHz (ref. 30; less than 
0.01 quenching probability per microsecond) and with our sufficiently 
clean target gas, the (µ4He)+ ion will not be neutralized.

A pulsed laser system (Fig. 1, right) is triggered on the arrival of a 
single muon and illuminates the muon stop volume about 1 µs after 
the muon stop. The laser system comprises a titanium:sapphire (Ti:Sa) 
oscillator, which is pumped by a frequency-doubled thin-disk laser and 
injection seeded by a continuous-wave Ti:Sa laser. It is widely tunable 
from 800 nm to 1,000 nm and delivers pulses of energy up to 10 mJ with 
a bandwidth of less than 100 MHz. The measurements are, however, 
performed at a constant pulse energy of 3.9 mJ to avoid power broad-
ening (about 10 mJ and 20 mJ are needed to saturate the 2S → 2P3/2 and 
2S → 2P1/2 transitions, respectively) and to avoid laser-induced damage 
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Fig. 1 | Energy-level scheme and experimental setup. Left: energy levels of 
interest in (µ4He)+. We drive the 2S → 2P transitions ν1 and ν2 (at wavelengths of 
813 nm and 899 nm, respectively) and measure the 8.2-keV Lyman-α X-ray from 
the subsequent decay to the 1S1/2 ground state. Indicated are the Lamb shift (LS) 
and the shift due to the finite nuclear size (FNS), which is proportional to rα

2 . 
Right: sketch of the experimental setup (not to scale). On the way to the He 
target, the muon is detected, thereby triggering the laser system. After the 
muon is stopped in 2 mbar of He gas at room temperature, (µ4He)+ is formed. 

About 1 µs after the trigger, the laser pulse arrives at the target, is coupled into 
the multipass cavity and distributed over the entire muon stop volume 
(hatched area). The pulse is produced by a Ti:Sa oscillator seeded by a 
continuous-wave (CW) Ti:Sa laser and pumped by a frequency-doubled pulsed 
thin-disk laser. The continuous-wave Ti:Sa laser is stabilized to a Fabry–Pérot 
(FP) cavity and referenced to a wavemeter. The Lyman-α X-rays are measured 
via LAAPDs (not shown) mounted above and below the cavity. SHG, second 
harmonic generation.

Nature 589, 527 (2021): rα = 1.67824(13)exp(82)theo fm
in agreement with elastic electron scattering rα = 1.681(4) fm
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4He atom: theory versus experiments

Very recent measurement of 23S1 ionization energy by F. Merkt et al. 2021,
and very recent theory V. Patkos et al., Phys. Rev. A 2021.

but a very good agreement with 23S1 − 23P transition frequency with the charge radius
from µHe Lamb shift

E(23S − 23P)theo = 276 736 495.620 (54) MHz

E(23S − 23P)exp = 276 736 495.600 0 (14) MHz, Zheng et al 2017.
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4He - 3He isotope shift of nuclear charge radii difference

picture by Youri van der Werf
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6Li-7Li isotope shift and the charge radii diff.

δfsE =
2π Z α

3

〈∑
a
δ3(ra)

〉
〈r2〉

δr2 = r2(6Li)− r2(7Li) =



0.705(3) fm2

2P1/2 − 2S1/2, NIST (2013)

0.700(9) fm2

2P3/2 − 2S1/2, NIST (2013)

0.731(22) fm2

3S1/2 − 2S1/2, Nörtershäuser et al (2011)
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Li: ground state hyperfine structure

Fermi contact interaction

Hhfs =
2 gN Z α
3 m M

∑
a

~I · ~σa π δ
3(ra) .

Finite nuclear size effect:
Hsize = −Hhfs 2 Z αm rZ

where
rZ =

∫
d3r d3r ′ ρE (r) ρM (r ′) |~r −~r ′|
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Li: hyperfine structure

A = A(4) + αA(5) + α2 A(6) + α3 A(7) + . . .

7Li[MHz] 6Li[MHz]
A(4) 401.654 08(21) 152.083 69(11)

A(5)
rec −0.004 14 −0.001 80

A(6) 0.260 08(2) 0.098 48(1)

A(7) −0.010 2(13) −0.003 9(5)

Athe (point nucleus) 401.899 8(13) 152.176 5(5)
Aexp 401.752 043 3(5) 152.136 839(2)

(Aexp − Athe)/Aexp −368(3) ppm −261(3) ppm
rZ 3.25(3) fm 2.30(3) fm
rE 2.390(30) fm 2.540(28) fm

significant dependence of rZ on the isotope, confirmed by measurements in Li+
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Expected and planned measurements

µ 3He Lamb shift, PSI

He+(1S − 2S) Garching and Amsterdam

µH ground state hyperfine splitting, ETH

µ+ e− ETH

µ− p scattering with high sensitivity to rp , AMBER collaboration at CERN, Na66

e − p versus µ− p scattering, MUSE collaboration at PSI
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